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Abstract

We present a new measurement of the branching ratio of the Cabibbo suppressed decayD0 → π−µ+ν relative to the Cabibbo
favored decayD0 → K−µ+ν and an improved measurement of the ratio|f π+ (0)/f K+ (0)|. Our results are 0.074±0.008±0.007
for the branching ratio and 0.85± 0.04± 0.04± 0.01 for the form factor ratio, respectively.
 2004 Elsevier B.V.Open access under CC BY license. 
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1. Introduction

Semileptonic decays provide the advantage of h
ing factorizable weak currents in the Hamiltoni
which allows for a clean theoretical description. T
hadronic current can be described in terms of t
form factors,f+(q2) andf−(q2) which are functions
only of the lepton–neutrino invariant mass squar
q2. Assuming a pole dominance parameterization
the form factors, we present a parametric analysi
the pseudoscalar semileptonic decaysD0 → π−µ+ν

andD0 → K−µ+ν from the FOCUS experiment.
This Letter concentrates on the relative branch

ratio and the form factor ratio of the Cabibbo su
pressed decay relative to the Cabibbo favored mo
Since the efficiency tends to have a non-negligibleq2

dependence (seeFig. 3), we allow the pole masses an
the ratiof−(0)/f+(0) to vary freely in the fit. The
results and description of the detailed analysis of
pole masses andf−(0)/f+(0) are included in anothe
paper[1] along with a non-parametric analysis of t
high statistics decayD0 → K−µ+ν.

We report a new measurement for the branch
ratio Γ (π−µ+ν)/Γ (K−µ+ν) in agreement with re

E-mail address: agostino@pizero.colorado.edu(L. Agostino).
1 Seehttp://www-focus.fnal.gov/authors.htmlfor additional au-

thor information.
cent results from the CLEO Collaboration[2,3]. These
results indicate a lower value for this branching
tio than the one reported in the PDG[4]. We also
report a new measurement of the form factor ra
|f π+ (0)/f K+ (0)| with greatly improved errors with re
spect to existing measurements and compare it to
cent theoretical predictions from an unquenched L
tice QCD calculation[5,6].

2. Data selection

This analysis is based on data collected by the
CUS experiment during the 1996–1997 fixed tar
run at Fermilab. FOCUS is a photoproduction exp
iment which collected a large sample of charm
cays produced in the interactions of a photon beam[7]
with an average energy of∼ 180 GeV on a BeO seg
mented target. The FOCUS spectrometer[8–11] is
equipped with a 16 plane silicon strip vertex detec
4 planes are interleaved with the targets and 12 pla
are located downstream of the target area. Momen
analysis is accomplished by two magnets with op
site polarities and 5 multiwire proportional chambe
Three multi-cell thresholďCerenkov counters provid
charged particle identification. A muon counter
cated at the end of the spectrometer is responsible
muon identification.

mailto:agostino@pizero.colorado.edu
http://www-focus.fnal.gov/authors.html
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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We reconstruct the semileptonic decaysD0 →
π−µ+ν and D0 → K−µ+ν requiring a D∗+-tag
where theD∗+ is reconstructed in theD0π+ final
state.2 Whenever possible we apply identical sele
tion criteria to both decay modes to reduce system
effects. As the decayD0 → π−µ+ν has more back
ground and less statistics, the selection cuts have
optimized for this mode. The signal and normalizat
samples are selected requiring two opposite cha
tracks to form a good vertex with a confidence le
greater than 1%. One of the two tracks from theD0

decay vertex must be identified as a muon from the
ner muon detector with a confidence level greater t
1% and must have momentum greater than 10 GeV/c.
To suppress pion and kaon in-flight decays, this tr
is required to have a consistent momentum when m
sured in the first and second magnets. The other t
must satisfy aČerenkov requirement based on t
value of the negative log-likelihoodW for a given hy-
pothesis: in theD0 → π−µ+ν mode, the pion mus
be favored with respect to the kaon hypothesis b
least 3 units of likelihoods (W(K) − W(π) > 3); in
the case ofK−µ+ν the kaon must be favored over th
pion hypothesis by 3 units of likelihoods (W(π) −
W(K) > 3). To reduce non-charm background, t
candidate hadron must have a momentum greater
14 GeV/c. The primary vertex is found after exclu
ing the candidate tracks from theD0 decay vertex; the
remaining tracks are used to form candidate vertic
Of these vertices we choose the one with highest m
tiplicity and we break ambiguities by picking the mo
upstream vertex as the primary vertex. This verte
required to be isolated from other tracks in the silic
strip vertex detector by requiring that the confiden
level of any another track not used in the determi
tion of the primary or decay vertex be less than 1
For each hadron–lepton combination that satisfies
above requirements, another track coming from
primary vertex must be found as the candidate “so
pion from the D∗+ → D0π+

s . The π+
s candidate

must not have the pion hypothesis strongly disfavo
over all other particle hypotheses from theČerenkov
system (min{W(e),W(K),W(p)} − W(π) > −6). It
must also have a momentum greater than 2.5 GeV/c.
To suppress backgrounds from decays where a

2 Throughout this Letter charge conjugate modes are implied
state particle is lost (usuallyπ0), such asK−π+π0,
K−π+π0π0, ρ−µ+ν andKπµ+ν,3 we place a lower
cut on the hadron–lepton invariant mass (visible ma
of 1.0 GeV/c2. Contamination fromD0 → K−π+ is
eliminated by requiring the visible mass to be less t
1.7 GeV/c2.

Since the neutrino is not reconstructed, the re
tant smearing effects on the resolution play an
portant factor in this analysis. Rather than using
standard neutrino closure resulting in a two-fold a
biguity on theD0 momentum, we take advantage
theD∗+-tag by boosting the final state particles in t
hadron–lepton center of mass frame. By constrain
theK−µ+ν (π−µ+ν ) mass to theD0 mass and the
K−µ+ν π+

s (π−µ+ν π+
s ) mass to theD∗+ mass, we

are able to determine the angle between the neutr4

and theπ+
s direction. We then sample the azimuth

angle and choose the one that gives the directio
the D0 most consistent with pointing to the prima
vertex.

3. Analysis

The fit to the data is designed to constrain the ba
ground in theπ−µ+ν sample and to supply informa
tion about the pole mass and form factors. To acc
plish these goals we perform fits on two-dimensio
distributions where the free parameters are the sign
and background yields. All the fits are binned ma
mum likelihood fits where the likelihood is defined

(1)L=
∏

ij

f
nij

ij e−fij

nij ! ,

wherefij (nij ) is the number of expected (observe
events in the binij . First, a fit of q2 and D∗+–D0

mass difference is performed to establish the amo
of non-peaking background (Fig. 1).5 We next place a

3 With the notationKπµ+ν we refer to the sum of the decays

K0π−µ+ν andK−π0µ+ν from D0 or to the sum of the decays t
K−π+µ+ν andK0π0µ+ν from D+.

4 The neutrino and theD0 directions are the same in this refe
ence frame.

5 We define “peaking background” in theπ−µ+ν sample as

the sum of the background contributions fromD0 → K−µ+ν,
Kπµ+ν and ρ−µ+ν, while in the K−µ+ν sample the peaking
background is given only byK−π0µ+ν.
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nd
Fig. 1.D∗+–D0 mass difference distributions forD0 → π−µ+ν (left) andD0 → K−µ+ν (right). The amount of non-peaking backgrou
is found from a fit toq2 andD∗+–D0 mass difference distributions. The vertical line indicates where the cut is placed.
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mass cut on theD∗+–D0 mass difference of less tha
0.154 GeV/c2 to reduce the background and to o
tain more reliable results for parameters such as
masses and form factors. A fit is then made to the t
dimensional distributionq2 vs. cosθ� (where cosθ� is
defined as the cosine of the angle between the neutrin
direction and theD0 direction in the rest frame of th
lepton–neutrino system). The fit is first performed
the K−µ+ν sample and the results from this fit a
used to set the background fromK−µ+ν andKπµ+ν

in theπ−µ+ν sample.
In the fit to theK−µ+ν distribution we make use o

the recent vector to pseudoscalar branching ratio m
surementΓ (D+ → Kπµ+ν)/Γ (D+ → K̄0µ+ν) =
0.63± 0.05 [12] in the form of a penalty term adde
to the log-likelihood as shown in Eq.(2)

FKµν = −2 logLKµν

(2)+
( YKπµ+ν

YK−µ+ν

ε(K−µ+ν)
ε(Kπµ+ν)

− 0.63
)2

(0.05)2
,

where we assume isospin invariance to relateD+ and
D0 decays. The likelihoodL is constructed using th
expected number of events in eachij bin of the two-
dimensional distribution given by

f
ij

K−µ+ν
= YK−µ+νS

ij

K−µ+ν

(3)+ Y(cc̄)S
ij

(cc̄) + YK−π0µ+νS
ij

K−π0µ+ν
,

where in Eqs.(2) and (3) the fit parametersYα

are the fitted yields,Sα are the normalized shape
obtained from Monte Carlo andε the reconstruc
tion efficiency. We define thecc̄ component as th
background obtained from a high statistics char
anticharm Monte Carlo sample after removing
modes handled specifically in Eq.(3) (and(5)).

In a similar way we fit theπ−µ+ν distribution. We
use the branching ratioΓ (D0 → ρ−µ+ν)/Γ (D0 →
Kπµ+ν) = 0.086± 0.0106 to constrain the back

6 We estimated the branching ratio ofD0 → ρ−µ+ν relative to

D0 → Kπµ+ν using the weighted average of a recent result fr
the CLEO-c Collaboration[3], the PDG values[4] and a prelimi-
nary result from FOCUS[13] where we correct for isospin whe
necessary.
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ground in the fit as shown in Eq.(4)

Fπµν = −2 logLπµν

(4)+
( Yρ−µ+ν

YKπµ+ν

ε(Kπµ+ν)

ε(ρ−µ+ν)
− 0.086

)2

(0.010)2 .

The expected number of events in each two-dim
sional bin used to construct the likelihood is

f
ij

π−µ+ν
= Yπ−µ+νS

ij

π−µ+ν
+ Y(cc̄)S

ij

(cc̄)

+ Yρ−µ+νS
ij

ρ−µ+ν

+ Y 0
K−µ+ν

ε((K− → π−)µ+ν)

ε(K−µ+ν)

× S
ij

(K−→π−)µ+ν

+ Y 0
K−π0µ+ν

ε((K− → π−)π0µ+ν)

ε(K−π0µ+ν)

× S
ij

(K−→π−)π0µ+ν

+ 2Y 0
K−π0µ+ν

ε(K0π−µ+ν)

ε(K−π0µ+ν)

(5)× S
ij

K0π−µ+ν
,

whereY 0
K−µ+ν

andY 0
K−π0µ+ν

in Eq. (5) are fixed to

the results obtained from the fit to theK−µ+ν data
(Eq. (3)). The symbol(X → Y ) means that a hadro
X is misidentified asY .

To measure pole masses and the form factor
tio η ≡ f K− (0)/f K+ (0) we apply an event-by-even
weighting procedure[14]. This is achieved by re
weighting each Monte Carloevent according to the ra
tio of the probability that the event was generated w
a pole massM ′

pole and a form factor ratioη′ relative
to the probability that the event was generated w
the default valuesMD∗

s
(MD∗ for πµν ) andη0.7 The

relative efficiencies of the decaysD0 → π−µ+ν and
D0 → K−µ+ν are defined as the ratio of the reco
structed and generated Monte Carlo events. At each fi
iteration these efficiencies change as a function of
pole masses andη values.

7 The default values for the parameterη are: η0 = −0.724 for

D0 → K−µ+ν andη0 = −0.856 forD0 → π−µ+ν.
Fig. 2. Fit projections forD0 → π−µ+ν andD0 → K−µ+ν. The
fit is performed on a two-dimensional distribution ofq2 and cosθ� .
In the D0 → π−µ+ν, the peaking background contribution is d
fined as the sum of the contributions fromD0 → K−µ+ν, ρ−µ+ν

andKπµ+ν.

The weightWi for an event withq2 = q2
i is given

by the equation

(6)Wi = I (M ′
pole, η

′;q2
i )

I (MD∗
s
, η0;q2

i )

N(MD∗
s
, η0)

N(M ′
pole, η

′)
,

where the intensity is

(7)I
(
Mpole, η;q2) ∝ f 2+

(
Mpole;q2)g(η)

and the normalization is determined by

(8)N(Mpole, η) =
Ngen∑

i=1

f 2+
(
Mpole;q2

i

)
g(η).

The form factorf+(Mpole;q2) is assumed to have th
following q2 dependence

(9)f+
(
Mpole;q2) = f+(0)

1− q2

M2
pole

and g(η) can be written in terms of three kinema
coefficientsA, B andC:8

(10)g(η) = A+Bη + Cη2.

8 The kinematic dependence is shown in detail for kaon semi
tonic decays in Ref.[4] on p. 618.
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Fig. 3. Reconstruction efficiency as a function of theq2 for π−µ+ν

(top) andK−µ+ν (bottom).

From the fit to theπ−µ+ν (K−µ+ν) distributions
(Fig. 2) we find 288±29π−µ+ν (6574±92K−µ+ν)
events. Correcting for the relative Monte Carlo effi
ciency we find the branching ratio for the Cabibbo s
pressed decayD0 → π−µ+ν relative to the Cabibbo
allowed decayD0 → K−µ+ν to be

(11)
Γ (D0 → π−µ+ν)

Γ (D0 → K−µ+ν)
= 0.074± 0.008(stat.).

From the same fits we findMπ = 1.91+0.30
−0.15 GeV/c2

andMK = 1.93+0.05
−0.04 GeV/c2 for theπ−µ+ν and the

K−µ+ν pole masses, respectively. We also meas
the ratio f K− (0)/f K+ (0) = −1.7+1.6

−1.4. A detailed de-
scription of the pole mass results has been inclu
in Ref. [1].

Using the yields from the fit it is possible to obta
the ratio of the form factorsf π+ (0)/f K+ (0). In order
to do this we compute a numerical integration of
differential decay rate modulated by the reconstruc
efficiency as a function of theq2 [15]. This efficiency
is found by sampling theq2 Monte Carlo distribution
and dividing the reconstructed events by the gener
events in each bin. The resultant distribution is then
to a third degree polynomial (Fig. 3) which is used in
the computation of the integral. We quote the resul

(12)

∣∣∣∣
Vcd

Vcs

∣∣∣∣
2∣∣∣∣

f π+ (0)

f K(0)

∣∣∣∣
2

= 0.037± 0.004(stat.).

+

Applying the unitarity constraints on the CKM m
trix elements[4] we use the value|Vcd

Vcs
|2 = 0.051±

0.001 in Eq.(12)and measure the ratiof π+ (0)/f K+ (0)

to be

(13)

∣∣∣∣
f π+ (0)

f K+ (0)

∣∣∣∣ = 0.85± 0.04(stat.).

4. Systematic studies

Several studies have been performed to search
possible systematic uncertainties. The fitting pro
dure was tested on a Monte Carlo set whose siz
roughly 20 times the FOCUS data set and we veri
that the fit returned the input values used in our sim
lation.

We checked for possible biases as well as the
curacy of our statistical error by performing a fit o
fluctuated data distributions multiple times and co
paring the mean and width of the distribution of t
fit results to our measurement. We found that we h
to add a 0.005 contribution to the systematic erro
compensate forK−µ+ν and Kπµ+ν contributions
that were not allowed to float in theπ−µ+ν fit. We
also performed an analogous study using the fit fu
tion as the parent distribution to establish how well o
fit function described the data. We compared the like
lihood obtained from our measurement to the distri
tion of the likelihoods from the fluctuated fit functio
We found good agreement indicating that our fit fun
tion well represents the data.

We investigated the stability of our results
changing a variety of selection criteria: the sign
icance of separation between the primary and s
ondary vertex, muon identification, track momen
visible mass cut, anďCerenkov identification. We
found no significant change in our results and assig
systematic uncertainty of 0.003 on the branching r
due to cut variations. This number is found by co
puting the variance of this set of results.

We further investigated fit variations by using a d
ferent approach in which we fit theq2 andD∗+–D0

mass difference. Rather than fitting theK−µ+ν dis-
tribution first, this fit was performed simultaneous
on theπ−µ+ν andK−µ+ν samples. The results a
nearly identical to the results obtained from the fit
q2 and cosθ�. Other fit variations include changing th
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Table 1
Sources of systematic errors and relative uncertainties. The co
butions to the error on the ratiof π+ (0)/f K+ (0) are found by propa-
gating the corresponding errors on the branching ratio

BR f π+ (0)/f K+ (0)

Fluctuated data distribution 0.005 0.029
Cut variations 0.003 0.017
Fit variations 0.004 0.023
Čerenkov misidentification 0.002 0.011
Total 0.007 0.042

bin size. By computing the variance of these a pr
likely results, we assigned a systematic uncertaint
0.004 from fit variations.

Since the Monte Carlo is used to determine
amount ofK−µ+ν background in theπ−µ+ν sam-
ple, we are sensitive to the simulated misidentificat
rate. We used the high statistics modesD0 → K−π+
andD0 → K−π+π+ where noČerenkov requiremen
was applied to measure theK → π misidentification
rate and we used the statistical error on the comb
sample (after applying the saměCerenkov require
ment used to select theD0 → π−µ+ν events) to as
sign a systematic uncertainty. We varied the misid
tification rate so obtained by±1σ , and we find a con
tribution of 0.002 to the total systematic error.

The contributions to the systematic error on
branching ratio and the corresponding contributio
to the error on the form factor ratiof π+ (0)/f K+ (0) are
listed inTable 1.

In the measurement of the form factor ratiof π+ (0)/

f K+ (0) we also added variations on the fit to the
construction efficiency as a function of theq2 used
in the numerical integration. We varied the bin s
and fit functions. We find a contribution to the syste
atic error of 0.010 which is added in quadrature to
errors propagated from the branching ratio meas
ment.

5. Summary and conclusions

We quote the final results as

Γ (D0 → π−µ+ν)

Γ (D0 → K−µ+ν)

(14)= 0.074± 0.008(stat.) ± 0.007(sys.)
and

∣∣∣∣
Vcd

Vcs

∣∣∣∣
2∣∣∣∣

f π+ (0)

f K+ (0)

∣∣∣∣
2

(15)= 0.037± 0.004(stat.) ± 0.004(sys.).

Using |Vcd

Vcs
|2 = 0.051 ± 0.001 from unitarity con-

straints, we find the form factor ratio to be

∣∣∣∣
f π+ (0)

f K+ (0)

∣∣∣∣ = 0.85± 0.04(stat.) ± 0.04(sys.)

(16)± 0.01(CKM),

where the last error (CKM) corresponds to the unc
tainty on the ratio|Vcd/Vcs |. We compare our result
to the measurement reported by the CLEO Coll
oration in Ref.[2] where they report the branchin
ratio of D0 → π−e+ν relative toD0 → K−e+ν to
be 0.082± 0.006± 0.005 and the form factor ra
tio |f π+ (0)/f K+ (0)| = 0.86 ± 0.07+0.06

−0.04 ± 0.01. We
also compare our branching ratio result to the re
cent measurement from absolute branching ratios
D0 → π−e+ν andD0 → K−e+ν from CLEO-c[3]
where they report a relative branching ratio of 0.070±
0.007± 0.003. Our results are consistent with both
these new measurements. Further, we report an
proved measurement of|f π+ (0)/f K+ (0)| in good agree-
ment with SU(3) breaking expected in recent lattic
QCD calculations where they quote a form factor ra
value of 0.85± 0.05 [5] and 0.86± 0.05± 0.11 [6].
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